
Bet on Yourself

Let your players back themselves to win



Bet on yourself (BoY)

Allow gamers to bet on their own games, at 
any time, for the most popular gaming titles.

Our turn-key solution provides hyper-optimised 
risk management and pricing models that adapt 
as players play more matches, to offer the best 
odds possible. 

The only B2B “bet on yourself” 
solution for operators



High revenue product

Get complete control of how you 
set your odds
Readily change your margins to focus on user 
base growth, revenue, or find the sweet spot in 
between.

Our odds have  built in risk management, but 
you can set odds for individuals players for an 
added layer of control against suspicious 
activity.

Default margin achieved from 
trading

Larger potential customer base 
than regular esports betting



Attract a new demographic  

18-35 is a difficult cohort to reach

There are 2.7b gamers, compared with 220m 
esports fans.

70% of gamers are over 18, presenting a large 
opportunity to engage this audience for 
wagering via bet on yourself.



On-demand dynamic odds

A business model that works

H2H formats are easy to implement, but are 
riddled with issues:

● Long bet-play cycles 
● Improper matchmaking

On-demand dynamic odds allow for fair 
matchmaking, and lets gamers jump right into 
what matters most.

PVP

Unskilled players churn, queuing takes forever.

Fixed 
Odds

Elite players exploit, the rest churn.

Dynamic 
Pricing 

(Our Solution)

Elite players are accounted for, all players get fair odds.

Players Operator



Markets for all skill levels

Accessible markets entice a wide 
range of players
120 markets for each game covering select 
objectives, rather than just ‘win’ markets. 

It’s hard to win in Fortnite, so perhaps placing in 
the top 10 is a bit more realistic.

Let the gamers ‘build-a-bet’ with our markets for 
an even more engaging experience.

I will finish in the top 10 
Finish Position

I will get over over 6 kills
Player Kills

4.33
Let’s go! 🔥🔥 Bet Now

Call of Duty: WARZONE



Expand and add new titles 

New titles added regularly

We work closely with our partners to bring new 
& upcoming titles to the platform.

Players can play across all platforms whether it 
be on PC, PlayStation, or Xbox. 



Bet on Yourself

sales@sportsflare.io

https://twitter.com/sportsflare
https://www.linkedin.com/company/18515602/
mailto:sales@sportsflare.io

